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INTRO
The V&C is more than just
an ordinary newspaper. Every article becomes a historical document through its
source. That is why it is
worth it to establish your
own V&C archive. At the
end of the year follows a
thematic overview for every
issue.
So the V&C is becoming a
printed lexicon with historical counter voices. Charges
about lies of the media and
crimes can be handed in at
www.klagemauer.tv.
Every testimony is important.
Ivo Sasek

If the Media errs
mc. “Excuse Me!” was written
in an issue of the Blick newspaper (similar to the American
paper ‘The Sun’) in February
2012. The “partially inaccurate
record” destroyed the life of a
falsely persecuted social entrepreneur. Five years long, this
man fought for the rehabilitation of his name in court. He was
accused to have placed children in social care places,
where they where physically
mistreated. “Blick” made a media propaganda out of the story.

Afterwards “Blick” found out
that the accusations of the
young people that the newspaper had printed were wrong or
at least exaggerated by far.
“This insight comes too late;
I received threats. Mentally I
was in a desolate situation.
I don’t wish that on anybody,”says the slandered one,
looking back. Private perpetrators usually have to go to prison, a newspaper pays a compensation in the worst case.
Once more, a grave media error

Every Swiss is to become an organ donor

gsch. Now even the federation rector of the Swiss health admiis examining whether possibly nistration (BAG), wants to
everyone in Switzerland will show further possibilities that
become an organ donor. Those could quickly lead to more
Press as free as a bird?
who do not agree with that will available donor organs. But bepb. Quote of the Swiss Depethen have to become active on fore the system of objection
schenagentur (sda): "He who
their own part and enroll. Peo- can be introduced, a change of
publishes secret data risks a
ple saying "No" will be listed in law will be necessary.
fine! This norm of punishment,
a separate database. The law
which usually is aimed at those
had to be adapted like in Gerworking for the media, shall be
Source:
many. The report by the BAG
http://www.20min.ch/schweiz/news
abolished according to the will
will be presented at the start of
/story/Jeder-Schweizer-soll-seineof the commission for legal afOrgane-hergeben-17453039
2013. In it Pascal Strupler, difairs of the national council."
In other words representatives
of TV, radio and print media Precipitate practice of organ donation
are in the future allowed to bm. My friend's mother had some reflexes again and finally
sniff around in our private af- a stroke and was as good as had emergency surgery. Simfairs and may – without fearing clinically dead. As a result, the ply that she had survived that
a fine – publish everything that doctors wanted to shut off the night was a medical miracle!
they want to, which has been life support and were already After some further surgeries
forbidden until now. Our wor- asking for an agreement for an and rehabilitation, my friend's
kers for the media who already organ donation! A donor ID mother has almost recovered
have all kinds of freedoms are would have been her sure and is nearly back to normal
thus even becoming unassaila- death! But, they still had to again. So, I can only affirm the
ble? For what reason?
wait for my friend's agreement. reservations against a rash orSource:
Thurgauer Zeitung, Saturday,
September 1, 2012, section "Inland"

After the examination the next
morning his mother showed

gan extraction.

Source:
article by a reader

was acknowledged publicly
five years too late. May many
further media lies in the future
be brought to light while they
are still current because a slandered reputation needs more
than just five years in order to
be nearly rehabilitated.
Source:
Tages-Anzeiger, Febraury 7, 2012

"In order for evil
to prevail,
it is often
only necessary
that the good
do nothing."
– Unknown –

The occupied country
For 66 years there have been
foreign troops stationed in
Germany, using our country
[…] as a platform for military
interventions in the entire
world - how much longer?
Regarding the enormous power factor of foreign military
presence, it makes no difference if one […] calls it
"foreign troops" instead of
"occupying forces." Looking
at the facts, the use of terminology does not change a thing.
If, on the other hand, people
talk about the "U.S.-troop personnel" or even "our friends"
as if talking about some neighbors down the street or the
vendors in town, then self-deception is in full swing.
Source:
original article excerpted from the
original article Compact,
Unabhängiges Monatsmagazin,
issue 2/2012
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CH-Bank involved
in destruction of the
rain forests
freho. The funds administration of the Swiss environmentalist Bruno Manser missing in
Borneo's rain forest, point out
to have proof of irregular transfers of several million dollars
with the note "logging concessions ". The money was transferred onto accounts of the
Swiss USB (United Bank of
Switzerland) in Hong Kong.
The account holder is supposed
to be the Malaysian top-level
politician Musa Aman. From
these accounts, payments were
made to the forest director of
the federal state of Sabah in
Borneo, also to companies in
the Caribbean, to the sons of
Musa Aman and to the family
Taib. Taib Mahmud is the head
of the government of the neighboring state of Saba, Sarawak,
which is rich with forests. These "concessions" are without a
doubt bribe money, the accounts are only superficially
shrouded money laundering accounts.

Declaration of Public Conscience (1992)
About three million declarations of public conscience (!)
were collected and given to
the international court in Den
Haag as part of the project
“world court.” The declarations call upon the “De-Martens-formula” of the Haag
convention of 1907, which
states that the public conscience (!) should be considered
in all questions of international national rights concerns.
“With this I confirm before the
entire world my wish and my
right to live in a world, which
is free of the threat of destruction by nuclear force. I believe that I have to save the gene-

Source:
www.bmf.ch/de/news/?show=301

Surveillance technology
in the school uniform
jb. The official authorities
find ever more reasons to
push through the total surveillance – step by step and
without mercy. In the Brasilian city of Vitória da Conquista all 43,000 students will
wear a school uniform with a
sewn-in RFID chip (microchip) by 2013. This should
serve to find out about those
skipping classes.
Yesterday the chip was only
in the passport, today it is in
the school uniform and tomorrow under the skin?

rations to come from nuclear
waste. It is my strongest conviction that any use of nuclear
arms would not only be a tragedy beyond all imagination
for all of mankind, but a striking injury of international
law and a crime against humanity. Every use of nuclear
weapons would not only cause the cruelest sufferings to
the people against whom they
are used, but also numerous
other people who are not even
involved in the war conflicts.
And over generations children
and their descendants have to
suffer from these destructions.
Additionally, the use of nucle-

ar arms would damage our
entire environment beyond repair.”
Chemical and biological arms
are already forbidden through
international treaties of international law.
The use, yes even the ownership of such weapons is a
grave violation of international law and a national law
crime. Now it only depends
on putting it into practice.
Who obeys first?
The U.S.A., Israel or one of
the other great nuclear powers?
Source:
http://www.ippnw.de/20jahre/
erklaerungen/oeffgew.htm

A military intervention in Syria would cause WW3 to break out …
uw. This is the conclusion of
general ret. Klaus Reinhardt.
He is the former commander of
the KFOR troops in the Kosovo and refers to the statement
of the states of the Shanghai
Organization. These were supposed to have said that an attack on Syria were to be seen as
an attack on the own country.

China, Russia and Iran also
function as security powers for
Syria. Reinhardt comments the
statements of the minister of
foreign affairs in Israel, Lieberman, in Brussels concerning
the supposed passing on of Syrian chemical arms to the Hisbollah as follows: "We all have
seen at the start of the second

Gulf War how on all sides it
was played, tricked and lied
with chemical, biological and
nuclear arms. I trust neither the
CIA nor the Israeli minister of
foreign affairs. Here something
is being brought to public attention very quickly."
Source:
Deutschlandfunk-Interview,
7/24/2012, 12:35 PM.

War Trauma with soldiers: “Just stop lying”!
bk. A soldier (Georg-Andreas
Pogany) returned from Iraq
back into the US with injuries
to the brain and was supposed
to appear before court right
away because of cowardice.
The non-commissioned officer
returned back from Iraq early
because of an injury to the
brain. This he had to prove to
the military – not vice versa.
He collapsed because he had to
watch an Iraqi torn to pieces by
Source:
www.golem.de/news/rfid-schulkinderdurch-funkchips-erfassbar1203-90726.html
www.nzz.ch/aktuell/digital/rfid-chipschule-vitoria-da-conquista1.16092369

a machine gun. “The way the
Pentagon handles traumatized
soldiers or those with brain injuries is a scandal,” says GeorgAndreas Pogany. Instead of treating him, the army wanted to
pillory him. Today the man
from Denver stands up for the
interests of US veterans of war.

There are thousands of soldiers
with brain injuries or traumas.
Instead of taking the problems
by the root, the rather unpleasant witnesses shall be
silenced.
Source:
http://www.vienna.at/trauma.
bewaeltigung-bei-der-us-armee-hoertauf-zu-luegen/3200636

Conclusion ●
In the V&C, contemporary witnesses say
how things have happened. Never again will
we be left alone with history according to the
“victorious” world powers and their conquests
like we were after the two world wars.
Ivo Sasek

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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